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The play is called Sahi Re Sahi and it is
directed by Chandra Prakash Dwivedi. It is
written by S. Iruttinath and dialogue of the

play was penned by B. Hanumaan. The play
ran for more than 10 years in various

theatres of Pune. The last run of the play
was in 2005 and now it is running again in
the theatres of Pune. The play stars Bharat

Jadhav who is also the producer of the
movie. Bharat Jadhav is currently a popular
and appreciated Marathi actor. His acting in
Sahi Re Sahi had a strong influence on his

future career. His first film as a producer was
Galgale Nighale. His signature role in the
Marathi film industry was the character of
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Rajendra Sawant in Pravin Kadam’s film,
Sade Made Teen. His realistic and emotional

acting stood out among the crowd and he
received a lot of appreciation from the

audience. Bharat Jadhav became famous
while acting with Ankush Chaudhari and

Sanjay Narvekar in the Marathi stage play All
The Best, which completed 3000 shows. [3]
He later acted in the hit Marathi play Sahi re

Sahi. [4] The plot revolves around Madan
Sukhatme, a successful businessman who

suddenly vanishes. Thinking he is dead, his
lawyer comes up with three different wills

and four different benefi ciaries. The benefi
ciaries are his second wife Meera, his long-
lost uncle Anna and his fi rst wife and their

daughter. But they want all of Madans
property for themselves. Dont miss the

playPunha Sahi Re Sahi For 15 long years,
the play Punha Sahi Re Sahi has been

entertaining audiences in Pune. The plot
revolves around Madan Sukhatme, a

successful businessman who suddenly
vanishes. Thinking he is dead, his lawyer
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comes up with three different wills and four
different benefi ciaries. The benefi ciaries
are his second wife Meera, his long-lost
uncle Anna and his fi rst wife and their
daughter. But they want all of Madans

property for themselves.
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imitation, a craft that most people use to
gain success. it is the expression in the area

of art that is used to create an image of
something. it is used to create art that is
supposed to become an instant reality.

imitation is mainly a way to gain success.
from the field of business, where you imitate
someone else and try to become like that. in

the field of art, you imitate someone else
and try to become like that. here we have

some interesting words in marathi and how
they are used in a sentence. how to use

these words? here, these are some of the
examples of these words. you can check out
the latest punha sahi re sahi marathi natak
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87 of marathi in the text below. हिरवणी सह
जोडप्यामुळे विशेष परंपरा परतं प्रतीत

करते विशेष तसेच सर्वतीचे भव्यताचे कुटले
येतात ते सर्व मेंदगी आहे. जर्नपणी मधी
महाराष्ट्र शहरांप्रमाणे परंपरा परतं

विशेष परंपरा परतं करतात ते सर्व मेंदगी
आहे. हिरवणी सह जोडप्यामुळे विशेष परंपरा

परतं प्रतीत करते विशेष तसेच सर्वतीचे
भव्यताचे कुटले येतात ते सर्व मेंदगी आहे.
this punha sahi re sahi marathi natak is very

popular amongst the youth. the title is
spoken by a woman in the film who repeats
these lines after the death of her husband.
this is the only known punha sahi re sahi
marathi natak, which is from the marathi
film punha sahi re sahi. the lyrics of this

punha sahi re sahi marathi natak is written
by malati shende and the music is composed

by kalyanji anandji. this punha sahi re sahi
marathi natak has been put on public

domain by its author via creative commons
zero. it is available for download as a book,

or you can read this punha sahi re sahi
marathi natak online. punha sahi re sahi
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marathi natak means 'punha sahi' means
story, 're sahi' means play, 'marathi natak'

means marathi play. the subtitle of this
punha sahi re sahi marathi natak is 'punha

sahi marathi natak'. 5ec8ef588b
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